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Abstract—Visual surveillance is increasingly prevalent today
but the privacy issues of individuals involved in surveillance
videos have not been dealt with adequately so far. In most
cases, if not all, the chief purpose of placing a camera can be
served without knowing the identity of the individuals involved
unless the activity is of some predetermined kind. One needs
to transform these videos to protect identity of individuals
involved possibly at the source camera itself. In this paper
we present the De-Identiﬁcation Camera, which is a scalable,
low cost and real-time solution to the privacy protection issues.
Our main contribution lies in proposing a privacy protection
architecture which transforms the video at the camera level itself,
We also present and implement a de-identiﬁcation pipeline which
is suitable for real-time implementation. We implemented the
system on a Texas Instrument OMAP4 based embedded platform
and was able to de-identify videos in real time, transforming
the video on the camera itself ensures protection from various
attacks. We also address issues like data utility of surveillance
videos by making this solution customizable. We propose that
such systems can replace the traditional surveillance cameras in
the future by providing all the surveillance and privacy protection
solutions on hardware, probably with few performance upgrades.
Keywords- De-identiﬁcation, privacy protection, embedded
vision.

We need to ensure that the surveillance videos cannot be
put to undesirable uses and that privacy of individuals is
protected. An effective system should hide all aspects relating
to the identity of the individual while preserving sufﬁcient
information to comprehend what action has been performed.
De-identiﬁcation is a process of removal of particular aspects
of person’s identiﬁcation from images and videos [10], [11] by
manipulating them. Several approaches are possible to remove
identifying information from videos and images. Preserving
other information while hiding the identity may not be easy
to achieve as there is a natural trade-off between the two.
The de-identiﬁcation transformation should also be immune
to human and computer vision. It is always safe to hide all the
information which leads to recognition of the person by, say,
object impainting but this also hides most of the information
on the sorts of human activities going on in that space, which
can be useful for various other purposes. It is best if videos and
images are de-identiﬁed right at capture time by the camera
with embedded processing and save a clean copy of the video
protected by strong encryption and authentication technique
which could be used in case of emergency only by authorized
personnel. In this work we present a system which does the deidentiﬁcation right at the camera level. Our system can also
be customized to facilitate different levels of data utility by
providing different de-identiﬁcation transformations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Video surveillance is a rapidly growing necessity today.
The decrease in the costs of hardware and bandwidth has
made video surveillance system cheaper and easier to install
widely. Cameras may be watching us everywhere we go, be it
a public place, a private enterprise, or public transportation
mode. People are monitored by cameras and the data is
recorded continuously at different servers. There may also
be evidence in terms of the crime rates that large scale
surveillance has positive impact [1]. Observing people in video
is also important to study customer behavior, trafﬁc analysis,
crowd dynamics, etc. This data can be used to train computer
vision and machine learning algorithms to make automatic
analysis effective and efﬁcient [2], [3].
Video surveillance is causing concerns on the issue of the
violation of privacy of individuals involved. Data captured by
services like Google street view [4], Bing Street-view Map,
Map-Jack etc.are available on the Internet for general public
viewing. Lately these concerns are highly raised in several
countries. The privacy could be violated by a motivated individual watching the images or videos, or even by automated
agents powered by state-of-the-art computer vision techniques.
The ability of algorithms to detect faces or humans and to track
them is considerable today [5]–[8].
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II. R ELATED W ORK
In the past few years many solutions in the area of privacy
protection were proposed, these systems address the problem
of protecting privacy of individuals in services like Google
Street view, web videos and other form of visual data available
through the internet. Some approaches follow the practices
in traditional print media, these image distortion methods
modiﬁes the region of the image where a person is present
using image ﬁlters such as blurring using Gaussian ﬁlter [4]
or pixelation. These methods are easy to use but doesn’t
guarantee privacy or data utility [3] as they are susceptible to
reverse engineering attacks. These systems can be very useful
to deploy where sophisticated privacy protection is not a big
concern [12]. An alternative approach in the video surveillance
domain which provides some user control on the amount of
distortion applied in the image [13], This method applies
background subtraction in the video feed and followed by that
they scramble the coefﬁcients used to encode the area in a
Motion JPEG compressed video sequence in region of interest
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of the image. The magnitude of change is controlled by the
user.
Face De-identiﬁcation [11] is another method of privacy
protection. Gross et al.explained the effectiveness of blurring
the faces in protecting a person’s identity by testing the system
against face recognition system. This method has limited usage
since people use more information than just faces to identify
people in images and videos [14].
Person De-identiﬁcation in videos [10] targets privacy protection issues in surveillance videos, instead of just faces, they
target the complete human body in spatio-temporal domain
and mask it using three different type of blur functions in a
video. Chinomi et al. [15] replace persons with the background
color pixels or by solid colored bounding boxes. Such a
method is useful in extreme situations when the surveillance
agency is not interested in monitoring people at all.
Most of the earlier work in this ﬁeld is focused on providing
off line solution to privacy protection, i.e. the videos are stored
and processed ofﬂine before publishing on the web. A real time
privacy protection system, Respectful Cameras was proposed
by Schiff et al. [16], this system requires the users opting for
privacy protection to wear colored markers which are tracked
by the system and real time and face of users wearing colored
markers is obscured from the video. TrustCAM [17] is another
privacy protection system which implements the system on a
prototype, although their work is more focused towards using
data encryption to hide an individual’s identity instead of using
computer vision. PrivacyCam [18] is a system implemented
on a DSP architecture using computer vision techniques but
they transform only the face of a person to protect his or her
identity by scrambling the coefﬁcients used for JPEG image
encoding. The majority of the existing work doesn’t focus on
real time implementation of a privacy protection but rather
concentrate on providing a theoretical or ofﬂine solution. We
see our work as a step towards taking these systems to real
time systems which can be actually deployed and used in
surveillance systems.

Fig. 1.

The De-identiﬁcation pipeline

1) De-identify at source: Processing the videos at the
camera hardware itself ensures minimal or no attacks
due to snifﬁng of information while data transfer. The
method should be strong enough so that unintended
information cannot be obtained even if the channel is
compromised. Physical access to the camera should be
constrained for the security of the system.
2) Scalable Solution: The system should be scalable in
terms of hardware and software capabilities. Hardware
capabilities can be extended by using widely available
embedded platforms, GPUs, multi-core systems. We
use Texas Instruments OMAP based hardware platform
which is stable and capable. Scalability in terms of
software architecture can be achieved by using independent modules in the pipeline which can be replaced by
better and more efﬁcient modules as and when there is
a requirement or availability while maintaining the rest
of the pipeline intact.
3) Customized De-Identiﬁcation: Smart cameras used in
surveillance systems can be deployed at various locations. In an airport, observing a person’s activity is far
more important than protecting his privacy. The system
can be used as a street camera where knowing an
individual’s identity is not the prime goal. Our system
provides customization option for de-identifying the
videos, the user can choose a trade-off between privacy
or data utility by setting the level of de-identiﬁcation
required by the system.
4) Real time performance: Any surveillance system which
is used for real time monitoring of videos should process
the data in real time for being suitable for deployment.

III. T HE D E -I DENTIFICATION C AMERA
In this paper we propose and present a solution to the
real-time privacy protection problem. Our system, the Deidentiﬁcation Camera, is prototyped using a low cost embedded platform. In this section, we propose few features
that every privacy protection system should ideally have. We
also discuss the goals that we have achieved in our work,
underlying assumptions of our work and description of the
de-identiﬁcation hardware and software used in our proposed
system.
A. Goals of our system
A privacy protection system cannot defeat the purpose of
placing the camera by hiding everything. At the same time
the system should be robust against possible software attacks,
scalable and efﬁcient for surveillance applications. We target
following design goals for our system and try to achieve them
in our prototype.
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The de-identiﬁcation pipeline that we use in our system
gives a near real-time performance on our current hardware, better performance can be achieved by using more
powerful hardware.
B. System Description
An overview of our De-identiﬁcation process is outlined
in Figure 2. Our pipeline is inﬂuenced by the one used by
Agarwal et al. [10] but we have optimized the pipeline to
deliver real time performance on the embedded hardware. To
evaluate the performance of the pipeline we implement it on
an OMAP4 based hardware. In the following sections, we
ﬁrst describe the de-identiﬁcation pipeline used in our system
followed by the description of the hardware and software
architecture.
1) De-identiﬁcation Pipeline: The de-identiﬁcation pipeline
that we use in our system is comprised of ﬁve modules:
Background subtraciton, Detection, Tracking, Segmentation
and transformation for de-identiﬁcation.
1) Background Subtraction: In the ﬁrst step of the pipeline
we segment out the moving foreground objects from
a static learned background. We follow the Extended
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [19] approach for
background subtraction (BGS). The foreground objects
detected in this module of the pipeline serve as an input
to the detection module.
2) Person Detection: Once we have foreground objects in
the scene we apply HOG based person detector [5]. The
detector is only applied on the region with foreground
objects in it and the image is downsized to 0.4 of
its original size to increase detector performance. The
detection time is reduced from 1800ms to 90ms as a
result of image down sampling for detecting one person
in a 640x480 image on our system. We use OpenCV
implementation of HOG based person detector in this
module. The detector returns a bounding box which
ﬁts the person with-in, we also increase the size of
this bounding box to avoid the case when the detected
bounding box fails to enclose complete human body.
The bounding box is passed to the tracking module and
is only called periodically based on the movement in
the scene that is being monitored. We call the detector
more often if scene has more noise which can adversely
affect the performance of the tracking module. For our
experiments we call the detector every 5 frames.
3) Track Person: The bounding box returned by the detector
module is then tracked across time to track the person’s
location in the video, since tracking is much faster than
detection this improves the overall performance of the
system. We use the continuously adaptive mean-shift
tracking algorithm [7] for tracking the bounding box in
the video. The reliability of tracking is taken care by
tuning the time period at which detector is called within
the tracking module. Even if the person stops moving
in the scene the detector will be able to refresh tracker’s
memory to detect a stationary person.

Fig. 2.
system

System architecture, OMAP4 based hardware, architecture of the

4) Segmentation: The tracking module gives a bounding
box containing a person in it, these bounding boxes are
stacked across time to generate a video tube of the person. Instead of performing costly graph cut based segmentations to extract ﬁne silhouette information about
the person we choose to have the video tube as big
as the size of the bounding box. The de-identiﬁcation
transformation is only applied in the segmented video
tube.
5) De-Identiﬁcation Transformation: After the segmentation of the video tube, we apply the de-identiﬁcation
transformation to bounding box region of the image.
We use two types of de-identiﬁcation transformation
to obscure the person’s identity: 1) Gaussian Blur of
the pixels inside the bounding box, and 2) Binarizing
the intensity values of the bounding box image. Different variations of these transformations are used in our
method and more such transformations can be plugged
into the pipeline to get better and variable results.
2) Hardware and Software Architecture: The hardware
prototype that we have used in our De-identiﬁcation Camera
system is a commercially available development platform from
Texas Instrument. The system is based on TI’s OMAP4430
application processor, which is a 1GHz Dual Core ARM
Cortex A9 processor. The system has a POWERVR SGX540
graphics core along with 1GB of DDR2 RAM. We connect
a color VGA CMOS sensor (Logitech QuickCam Pro 9600)
via USB to get video input. The system is connected via a
WiLink 802.11n wireless link which is used to control it and
view the de-identiﬁed video on a host computer.
On the software side, we use ARM Linux (UbuntuARM)
and libraries like OpenCV 2.2, libboost, Qt, OpenGL to
implement our system. Figure 2. gives an overview of the
hardware and software architecture of De-identiﬁcation camera
system.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Figure 3. shows the set of results we obtained as a result
of applying our method on a video feed of VGA resolution.
Currently in our experiments we are assuming that the camera
is stationary and only one person appears in the scene at a
time. Except HOG based person detector every other module
is called for each frame. Detector is called every ﬁfth frame
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Module
BG Subtraction
Human Detector (used periodically)
Camshift Tracker
De-id Transform
Other (pre-processing, etc)
Average run-time per frame

V. C ONCLUSION

Run-time (ms)
10
210
10
15
10
90-105

In this paper, we addressed the issue of real-time privacy
protection of an individual in videos. We discussed the importance of having a strong privacy protection policy at the
camera level itself to protect the system against leakage and
reverse engineering attacks. We presented our system, the deidentiﬁcation camera which implements these policies on an
embedded hardware platform and provides de-identiﬁed video
with real-time performance. In addition to being real-time,
the policy is also customizable so that the system can be
tweaked to output de-identiﬁed video satisfying various data
utility needs. The proposed system is easily scalable using
the advancements in hardware technology and performance
improvement of detection and tracking modules.

TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS OF THE METHOD .
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Fig. 3. De-identiﬁcation results from our system. Row 1. shows the de-id
results after applying Gaussian Blur with window size 21, in row 2. Gaussian
Blur with window size 41, in row 3. we binarize the image inside the bounding
box and row 4. shows the case when the method fails to cover up the person’s
identity

in a 25fps video stream, it takes approx 210ms to process
one down-sampled frame. Background subtraction (BGS),
tracking, de-identiﬁcation transform takes another 35-50ms to
process one frame. Other operations like image pre-processing,
etc.take 10-15ms to complete the whole pipeline. On average
the complete pipeline takes 90-105ms for one frame, which
turns out to be a speed of 10-11fps for the whole system.
The run time for individual modules is shown in Table 1. The
inconsistency in the detection and tracking modules results in
a miss sometimes and a part of the person’s body is visible
in one of the frames as shown in the fourth row of ﬁg 3. The
hit rate for de-identifying a person is about 0.97 and most
of miss occurs when the person is too close to the camera
or not visible completely. We are able to achieve near real
time performance using our method on the speciﬁed hardware.
Better speedup and performance can be gained by improving
detection and tracking algorithms for the speciﬁc purpose of
de-identiﬁcation.
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